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I. INTRODUCTION

New measurements of hyperon properties are m
needed for investigating the consequences of the broken
vor symmetry of QCD. Flavor symmetry holds in the lim
where the quarks have zero or the same mass. In that~un-
physical! case, all quarks have identical strong interactio
which gives rise to novel relations between different re
tions that have the same SU~3! flavor makeup. In reality the
u quark mass is approximately 4 MeV, thed quark about 8
MeV and thes quark nearly 150 MeV. The characterist
hadronic scale is 1 GeV. It means that flavor symmetry
be expected to be applicable to systems of three light qua
and the correction for the flavor-symmetry-breaking qu
mass difference is tolerably small. Good examples of the
of broken flavor symmetry are the Gell-Mann decuplet a
the Gell-Mann-Okubo octet mass relations.

In this paper we investigate whether the features oh
threshold production inp2p interactions are also seen
K2p interactions, as expected from flavor symmetry.h is a
special particle from an experimentalist’s perspective
causeh can be detected cleanly over the full angular ran
by its characteristic decay intogg and 3p0. h has the added
advantage of isospin selectivity:p2p→hn is pure I 51/2,
while p2p elastic scattering requires bothI 51/2 and 3/2
amplitudes. SimilarlyK2p→hL is pure I 50, but K2p
elastic scattering concernsI 50 and 1 amplitudes.

We have used the Crystal Ball high acceptance multip
ton spectrometer for an experiment at the Alternating Gra
ent Synchrotron at Brookhaven National Laboratory~BNL-
AGS! in the low-energy separatedK2 beam to measure
K2p→neutrals. All neutral final states, such asp0L,
p0p0L, and p0S0, were measured simultaneously. W
present here the first set of results, namely,h production by
K2 on a proton target. We have obtained extensive data
s total , ds/dV, and L polarization for K2p→hL from
threshold topK25770 MeV/c. We compare our results with
existing data onp2p→hn to probe the role of flavor sym
metry.

II. THEORY

The Lagrangian of QCD may be written as the sum of t
components that have very different properties

LQCD5L01Lm . ~1!

L0 depends on the quark and gluon fields,Cq andAm , on
their derivatives, and on one universal coupling constantgs .
L0 obeys flavor symmetry, which means that the strength
the strong interaction between the six different quark flav
is the same in the limit of massless quarks. The flavor sy
metry is broken by the mass term

Lm52C̄umuCu2C̄dmdCd2•••. ~2!

The significance of this mass term in comparison toL0
depends on the magnitude of the quark masses in the r
tion being studied. For systems containing one or moreu or
d quarks, flavor symmetry is known as isospin symme
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and its validity is well established@1#. When ans quark is
involved, flavor symmetry is known as SU(3)f and it has not
been investigated extensively.

Our new Crystal Ball data onh production byK2 pro-
vide a good opportunity for testing the usefulness of brok
SU(3)f symmetry. To do so, we compareh production by
K2 andp2. The reaction

p2p→hn, ~3!

just above threshold is characterized by several special
tures:

~1! The total cross section forp2p→hn increases as rap
idly as allowed fors-wave production over thep2 beam
momentum range from threshold to 50 MeV/c above@2#. In
this region the total cross section rises linearly

s total~p2p→hn!5~21.261.8! mb/~MeV/c!ph* , ~4!

whereph* is theh momentum in the center of mass~c.m.! in
MeV/c.

~2! The total cross section forh production has a maxi-
mum of 2.660.3 mb, which is 7% of the totalp2p cross
section@3#.

~3! The reactionp2p→hn mainly proceeds via the inter

mediate production of theN(1535)1
2

2. The branching ratio

for N(1535)1
2

2→hN is 35–55 %, which is comparable t

the N(1535)1
2

2 decay intopN. Phase-space consideratio
imply that thehN branch should be smaller than thepN
branch.

~4! The angular distribution forp2p→hn has a shallow
minimum near 90° in the c.m. frame@4#. This feature is
indicative of a smalld-wave contribution, presumably due t

the excitation of theN(1520)3
2

2.
~5! The hN scattering length is large and attractive@5#;

ahN5@0.62160.0401 i ~0.30660.034!# fm. ~5!

The above-mentioned features are consistent withh pro-
duction near threshold occurring predominantly via t

N(1535)1
2

2 intermediate state:

p2p→N~1535!1/22→hn. ~6!

An SU(3)f analog of this reaction is

K2p→L~1670!1/22→hL. ~7!

Assuming that theN(1535)1
2

2 and L(1670)1
2

2 are tradi-
tional three-quark states, flavor symmetry implies th
thresholdh production byp2 andK2 should have qualita-
tively similar features. The threshold forh production calcu-
lated using theh mass of 547.30 MeV@6# is at 684.5 MeV/c
lab momentum forp2 and 722.1 MeV/c for K2.

An alternative description of theN(1535)1
2

2 has been put

forward by Kaiseret al. @7#, in which the N(1535)1
2

2 is
mainly a quasiboundKS-KL state. If this is the case, th
5-2
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L(1670)1
2

2 is not simply related to theN(1535)1
2

2, and
there is no prediction regarding the relations for the thresh
productions. This case is an illustration of the use of SU(f
to distinguish between different models for baryons. T
ability is of importance when searching for the elusive h
brid baryons.

The existing data onh production byK2 are meager
@8–11#. They come from old bubble-chamber and spa
chamber experiments with very limited statistics. Figure
shows the experimental data fors total(K

2p→hL) before
the present work.

III. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

A. Outline

Approximately 2/3 of allh decays result in multiple pho
ton final states and 1/3 of theL decays yieldp0n. The de-
tector of choice forK2p→hL is a 4p-acceptance multipho
ton spectrometer with good energy and angular resolutio
which permits an overconstrained determination of the re
tion. The incidentK2 beam should preferably be a partic
separated beam with individually tagged kaons. Such
available at the BNL-AGS in theC6 line.

Our experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 2. The e
ments shown are the downstream part of theC6 beam line
after the second separator, the beam collimators, the Cr
Ball multiphoton spectrometer in its stand, the bea
counters, beam wire chambers operating in the drift mod
Čerenkov counter, and the beam stop. The Crystal Ba
outfitted with a liquid-hydrogen target located in its cent
The target is surrounded by a cylinder made of scintillat
counters to veto charged particles.

B. The C6 beam line

The C6 beam line at the AGS provides a separated be
of pions, kaons, and antiprotons. The maximum useful m

FIG. 1. The experimental data for theK2p→hL total cross
section@8–11# before this experiment.
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mentum of the beam line is 770 MeV/c. The beam line has
two dipolesD1 and D2, seven quadrupolesQ1 –Q7, two

EW 3BW field separators, and a ‘‘mass slit.’’D1 selects the
polarity and momentum of the channel. The mass slit c
sists of a pair of tungsten jaws that are vertically adjustab
They are located at the vertical focus of the beam in

aperture ofQ5 downstream of the twoEW 3BW field separators.
The last two quadrupoles,Q6 andQ7, and the wedge dipole
magnetD2 provide the final control of the kaon beams o
the target. They are also used as a momentum spectrom
to determine the momentum of the kaons individually. T
incident kaons were tracked by using seven beam wire ch
bers, which provided the track information necessary
make the momentum determination. They also give the
on’s x and y coordinates, which were used to calculate t
impact trajectory in the target for each kaon. An eigh
element horizontal hodoscopeS1 was mounted immediately
upstream of the first wire chamber to resolve multiple
ambiguities arising from the high instantaneous rate in t
region. The signals from the hodoscope counters were c
bined in a logical sum allowing only one element of th
hodoscope to fire within a 6-ns time window~XOR!. The
beam intensity was monitored using the hodoscopeS1,
counterS2 (12.737.630.3 cm3) located 314 cm upstream
of the target, and timing counterST (7.635.230.6 cm3)
located 163 cm upstream of the target. A beam halo~BH!
detector, consisting of four scintillation paddles BH1–BH
covering the beam halo, was located 145 cm upstream of
target. It defined a 6.134.6 cm2 rectangular aperture for th
beam. The BH signal was formed as a logical sum~OR! of
the four halo veto counters.

A 61-cm-thick steel wall, which had a cylindrical ste
insert with a 10-cm-diameter aperture, was located imme
ately downstream ofQ7 and provided the primary shieldin
from beam-related background. There was a second
made of 61-cm-thick concrete; it contained a lead insert w
a 20-cm-wide by 10-cm-high aperture, to shield the sp
trometer against beam scattering in the steel collimator
against particles from kaon decay in the beam. This wall w
located 93 cm downstream of the primary wall. Another co
crete wall was located immediately upstream of the gas Cˇ er-
enkov counter to shield the experiment from the backsc
tered particles emanating from the beam stop. T
cylindrical gas Cˇ erenkov counter was 25 cm in diameter a
128 cm long; it was used to measure the electron conta
nation of the beam. A 15.2315.231.9 cm3 scintillator lo-
cated behind the Cˇ erenkov counter defined the beam for t
monitoring of the electron contamination during our pio
runs.

Our K2p→hL data were taken at two different bea
momenta. The low- and high-momentum beams had cen
momenta of 720 MeV/c and 750 MeV/c, respectively. We
used the beam chambers to measure the momentum d
ence of everyK2 with respect to the central value. The m
mentum distributions of bothK2 beams are shown in Fig. 3
The precision of the relativeK2 momentum determination is
62 MeV/c, and limits the size of the bins into which w
5-3
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FIG. 2. Floor plan showing theC6 beam line downstream of the particle velocity separators and the experimental apparatu
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subdivided the entire beam to obtain thes total excitation
function.

The absolute beam momentum was obtained from a
tailed analysis of theh threshold production as discussed
Sec. VII. The accuracy of the absoluteK2 momentum is
62.5 MeV/c. The beam momentum obtained by th
method agrees by60.5% with the calibration of theD2
bending magnet from pions, as described in Ref.@12#.

Both the low- and high-momentum beam were tuned
optimize theK-to-p ratio and the beam position on the ta
get. We obtained about 83104 kaons in an AGS beam spi
of 2.8 s duration every 5 s with theK-to-p ratio about 1:10.
05520
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C. The Crystal Ball spectrometer

The Crystal Ball~CB! was built by Stanford Linear Ac-
celerator Center~SLAC! @13#. The CB is made of 672 opti-
cally isolated NaI~Tl! crystals, 15.7 radiation lengths~r.l.!
thick. The counters are arranged in a spherical shell with
inner radius of 25.3 cm and an outer radius of 66.0 cm. T
hygroscopic NaI is housed in two hermetically sealed eva
ated hemispheres. The CB geometry is based on that o
icosahedron. Each of the 20 triangular faces~‘‘major tri-
angles’’! is divided into four ‘‘minor triangles,’’ each of
which consists of nine crystals. This results in a total of 7
crystals, but 48 crystals were not installed to allow for e
5-4
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MEASUREMENT OFK2p→hL NEAR THRESHOLD PHYSICAL REVIEW C 64 055205
trance and exit tunnels. Each crystal is shaped like a tr
cated triangular pyramid, 40.6 cm high, pointing towards
center of the Crystal Ball. The base of each pyramid is
approximately equilateral triangle of about 12.7 cm and
apex is a 5.1 cm equilateral triangle~see Fig. 4!. The geo-
metrical considerations of constructing a solid spherical
tector from such shapes requires the use of 11 slightly
ferent pyramids, varying in size by a few percent. Ea
crystal is individually wrapped in reflective paper and alum
nized mylar. It is viewed by its own SRC L50 B01 phot
multiplier tube, which is a 5.1-cm-diameter, selected for l
earity over a wide dynamic range. The phototube
connected to the crystal by a glass window and a 5 cm gap
between the glass window and the crystal. The crystals
stacked so as to form top and bottom hemispheres, which
mechanically separated. The boundary between the
hemispheres is called the equator region and consists of
0.76 mm stainless steel plates separated by 5 mm of air.
separation introduces an inactive space amounting to 1.6
4p. The inner wall of the hemisphere is 1.5 mm stainle
steel or 0.09 r.l. The entrance and exit tunnels for the be
reduce the acceptance by 6.7%. The Crystal Ball resides
dry room as a safeguard in case of a leak. The dry room
maintained at constant temperature, (2061) °C, in a low
humidity environment. The dry room was equipped w
beam-entrance and beam-exit mylar windows.

A liquid-hydrogen target was installed at the center of
ball. The target flask is a horizontal cylinder 10.27 cm
diameter with spherical endcaps. The maximum length of
flask along the beam axis is 10.57 cm. The flask is s
rounded by 40 layers of superinsulation on the sides and
layers over the endcaps. It is supplied by two thin feed
tubes from a hydrogen liquefier, which is located outside
dry room. The target is mounted inside a 7.4-cm-rad
vacuum pipe that extends through the entrance and exit
nels of the CB. The beam enters the vacuum pipe throug
window in the upstream face made of 0.254-mm-thick my
and 0.305 mm Kevlar. The temperature and the pressur
the target are recorded approximately every 5 s during data
acquisition.

FIG. 3. The momentum distribution of the low-momentu
beams~dashed line! and the high-momentum beams~solid line!.
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The vacuum pipe is surrounded by a veto barrel~VB!
made of four double-ended plastic scintillation counters, 1
cm long and 5 mm thick. These segments were made
BC412 bent cast sheets and are equipped with 35-cm-
plastic lightguides. Each scintillator and lightguide assem
is wrapped in sheets of mylar. The scintillators are couple
each end to a Philips 29 XP2230/H photomultiplier. A coin-
cidence was formed between the signals from both end
each counter. The VB signal was defined as the logical s
of the coincidences of all four counters. The entrance tun
of the CB is covered by four trapezoidal veto counters W
each counter is viewed by a single photomultiplier throug
wavelength-shifting plastic lightguide. These counte
were used primarily to veto muons from kaons decay
in flight. The WV signal was formed as a logical O
of the four WV counters. A beam veto counter BV
(10.0310.030.5 cm3) located 211 cm downstream of th
target was dedicated as a veto for beam particles that pa
through the target without an interaction. A veto counter B

FIG. 4. In the upper figure is the layout of the Crystal Ba
detector. In the lower figure are the dimensions of the Crystal B
crystals@13#.
5-5
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FIG. 5. Elevation view of the Crystal Ball de
tector showing the lower hemisphere NaI crysta
~a!, the LH2 target~b!, the veto barrel assembly
~c!, the beam halo veto detector~d!, with the
beam counterST ~e!.
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(55.03105.030.5 cm3) used to veto the charged final stat
in the CB was located 221 cm downstream of the target.
BV and BVS counters were not in the trigger but their a
plitudes and firing times were recorded.

Figure 5 shows the lower hemisphere of the CB toget
with the VB assembly, the BH detector, and theSTcounter
as they are arranged on the support stand in the CB
room.

D. Trigger and read-out electronics

Several types of event triggers were recorded during d
acquisition. A BEAM event trigger was formed by a coinc
dence of the XOR signal from theS1 hodoscope and th
signals from theS2 andSTcounters. The good time-of-fligh
~TOF! separation between pions and kaons in the beam
lowed the electronic rejection of pions from the BEAM c
incidence signal by choosing the proper relative delay
tween S1 and ST. The TOF spectrum of one of theS1
counters after the suppression of the pions is shown in Fig
A CB event required the total energy deposited in the Cry
Ball to be greater than 350 MeV. This total energy exclud
the energy deposited in the crystals around the tunnel
CB_NEUTRAL event trigger was generated by a coin
dence of a BEAM event, a CB event, and an anticoincide
of the BH, WV, and VB signals. A CB_CHARGED even
trigger was defined as a coincidence of a BEAM event, a
event, and a VB signal, in anticoincidence with BH and W
All CB_NEUTRAL triggers, one out of 20
CB_CHARGED triggers, and one out of 2000 BEAM trig
gers were recorded during data taking.

The output of every crystal was sent to an Integrate-a
Hold ~IH! module. These modules integrated the signals d
ing a 350 ns gate and held them for digitization by the AD
if the trigger criteria were met. In each IH module, the sign
was split to have two ranges: one for the high-range sig
which was attenuated by a factor of two, and one for the l
range signal, which was amplified by a factor of ten. Bo
ranges were recorded as part of the data taking. The co
nation of the two ranges provided high resolution ove
wide range of photon energies, from;1 MeV to 1 GeV. Part
of the signals from the crystals were used to generate
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energy sum for every minor triangle and the total energy
the Ball. The total energy sum was used in the trigger. T
energy sum signal of every minor triangle was used for ti
ing. We recorded the timing information associated with ea
of the 80 CB minor triangles by using multihit TDC’s. Thi
information was used in the offline analysis to reject hits
the CB coming from out-of-time accidentals. A PULSE
event initiated the readout of all ADC channels of the AD
pedestals. The PULSER event was generated approxima
once per second during data taking. Additionally the ene
background in the crystals during the beam spill was de
mined from a comparison of the PULSER datain andout of
the beam spill. The information about the background ene
was used in our Monte Carlo simulation of the experime
~see Sec. V C!.

Our data acquisition system~DAQ! used the CODA pack-
age developed at JLab@14#. The practical data acquisition
rate was about 300 events per second, which allowed u

FIG. 6. TOF spectrumST–S1 for one of theS1 hodoscope
counters of the high-momentum beam after pion suppression.
abscissa shows the inverse time scale of 50 ps/channel. The pe
the kaon TOF. Without hardware suppression pions would h
peaked around channel 350 in this plot. The two verti
lines show the TOF cut that was used to calculate the numbe
kaons in the beam.
5-6
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MEASUREMENT OFK2p→hL NEAR THRESHOLD PHYSICAL REVIEW C 64 055205
keep the live time of the DAQ system during data taking
about 70%.

IV. CALIBRATION OF THE CRYSTAL BALL

An initial relative hardware calibration of the crystals w
made by using a radioactive source. A typical spectrum fr
a single NaI counter obtained with a60Co source is shown in
Fig. 7. The absolute energy calibration uses the invar
masses of thep0→gg, h→gg, andh→3p0 processes. An
example of the experimental resolution obtained in a se
of pion runs with a thin CH2 target is shown in Fig. 8. The
figure shows the distribution of the invariant mass for tw
photons obtained for the CH2 target after subtraction of th
normalized carbon and empty target data. The first pea
the spectrum has a centroid equal to thep0 mass and a width
with s511.5 MeV. This peak arises from thep2p→p0n
reaction. The second peak has a centroid equal to theh mass
and a width withs518.0 MeV. It is due top2p→hn fol-
lowed by theh→gg decay.

The relative resolution of each crystal was extracted fr
the data obtained during a special run withK1 mesons that
stopped in a plastic target located in the center of the Cry

FIG. 7. Typical 60Co spectrum of a CB crystal.

FIG. 8. Invariant mass of two photons obtained for a 1.8-c
thick CH2 target in a 750 MeV/c p2 beam. The normalized carbo
and empty target spectra have been subtracted.
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Ball. The peak from the monoenergetic muons produced
K1→m1nm at rest is shown in Fig. 9. We collected;200
events per crystal with a muon depositing more than 90%
its energy in a single crystal. The relative width of the pe
in percent for each individual crystal was obtained from su
events. The measured width for all crystals is summarize
a frequency plot in Fig. 10.

The energy resolution of the CB for electromagne
showers depends on the remnant light in the NaI crys
from earlier particles. It is a function of the beam intens
and size. For a moderate intensityp2 beam the energy reso
lution is typicallysE /E;2.0%/@E (GeV)#0.36. The angular
resolution for 50–500 MeV photon showers issu52° –3°
for the polar angle andsf52°/sinu for the azimuthal angle.

V. ANALYSIS
A. Event selection

The objective of this study is theK2p→hL reaction. The
final state was identified in two ways:~i! via theh→gg and

-

FIG. 9. The energy of single charged particles in the Crys
Ball obtained with stoppedK1 mesons. The peak is due to th
monoenergetic muons from theK1→m1nm decay at rest. The

shoulder on the right side of the peak is due to them1→e1nen̄m

decay.

FIG. 10. Frequency distribution of the width of the energy sp
tra in the crystals produced by the monoenergetic muon, kin
energyEm'153 MeV, fromK1→m1nm decay at rest.
5-7
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A. STAROSTINet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 64 055205
L→p0n decays, labeledK2p→h(2g)L; ~ii ! via h→3p0

andL→p0n, labeledK2p→h(3p0)L. All crystals with an
energy deposit in excess of 1 MeV were used in the analy
We use the term ‘‘cluster’’ to refer to a group of 13 neig
boring crystals in the CB with at least 15 MeV deposited
the central crystal. Each cluster is presumed initially to res
from a single photon. Every crystal is assigned the TOF d
associated with the minor triangle to which it belongs.
there is more than one TDC hit in a minor triangle, the lat
TDC pulse was used. A crystal has good timing informat
if the TOF value is in a 20 ns time window generated by
incidentK2. We distinguish three types of events accordi
to the timing properties:~i! All crystals in all clusters are in
time. We have analyzed the four- and the eight-cluster ev
of this type; they are the basis for calculating the differen
and the total cross sections and theL polarization.~ii ! All
central crystals of all clusters are in time, but one or more
the surrounding crystals of any of the clusters have a tim
signal outside the 20 ns window. Such an event type is in
preted as a pileup of aK2p→hL and a background even
without producing an extra cluster in the CB~‘‘energy
pileup’’!. The four- and the eight-cluster events of this ty
were analyzed, and enabled us to calculate the correction
events lost due to the energy pileup.~iii ! The third event type
has one or more clusters whose timing signal of the cen
crystal is outside the 20 ns window. This indicates a pileup
a K2p→hL and a background event with an extra clus
produced by the background event~‘‘cluster pileup’’!. The
total number ofK2p→h(2g)L events was corrected for th
cluster pileup based on the analysis of five-cluster events
possible combinations of four clusters from the five-clus
events were analyzed as described below for the four-clu
neutral event type.

The neutrons fromL→p0n usually escape through th
exit tunnel of the CB. The number of theK2p→h(2g)L
events with a neutron detected in the CB is estimated to
7%. For the analysis we assumed that all clusters in the
are due to photons. For the event selection we used a
squares fit with kinematical constraints. The fit included t
free parameters:~i! the z coordinate of the primary interac
tion point along the trajectory of the beam particle in t
target;~ii ! the distance between the primary interaction po
and the point of theL decay. For much of the analysis w
used only four-cluster neutral events. In the first stage of
analysis, the two photons from the sequenceL→p0n
→ggn were identified. We tested the six combinations
four clusters to the hypothesisK2p→ggL followed by L
→p0n→ggn. An event was accepted if exactly one of th
combinations satisfied theK2p→ggL hypothesis with a
probability greater than 1%, i.e., with a 1% confidence le
~CL!. Figure 11 shows the invariant mass distribution of t
two photons fromK2p→ggL events identified in the firs
stage. The spectrum shows two narrow peaks produce
K2p→p0L andK2p→h(2g)L. The background under th
h peak is estimated to be less than 5%. The main sourc
the background isK2p→p0S0 followed byS0→gL decay.
This background is suppressed in the second stage o
analysis, in which the events were fitted to the hypothe
K2p→hL followed by L→p0n→ggn and h→gg. An
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event was accepted if the hypothesis was satisfied with a
CL. The total number of events selected for the hig
momentum beam was about 2000; for the low-moment
beam the number was about 200. The empty target contr
tion to theK2p→h(2g)L sample was less than 2%.

As an illustration of the quality of our data, the distribu
tion of the distance between the primary interaction point
the target and the point of theL decay is shown in Fig. 12
This distribution was obtained for the high-momentum be
using theK2p→h(2g)L events. The distance was calc
lated as a free parameter of the kinematical fit procedu
The dashed line in Fig. 12 is the Monte Carlo result calc
lated for the decayct57.89 cm.

We used the neutral eight-cluster events to identify
reactionK2p→hL via theh→3p0 decay. The analysis wa
performed in three steps. In the first step, the two phot
from theL decay and the six photons from theh decay were
identified. We analyzed all 28 possible combinations of ei

FIG. 11. The invariant mass of two photons inK2p→ggL
obtained with the high-momentum beam. The normalized em
target spectrum has been subtracted. The results of the Monte C
simulation are shown by the smooth solid line. The first peak is
to K2p→p0L and the second one toK2p→hL.

FIG. 12. The decay-distance distribution of theL in K2p
→hL . The experimental result for the high-momentum beam
shown by the solid line. The Monte Carlo simulation is shown
the dashed line. TheL decay distance used for the Monte Carlo
ct57.89 cm.
5-8
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MEASUREMENT OFK2p→hL NEAR THRESHOLD PHYSICAL REVIEW C 64 055205
clusters, testing the hypothesisK2p→hL followed by the
L→p0n→ggn andh→6g decays. All combinations satis
fying this hypothesis with a probability greater than 1% we
used. In the second step, theL was reconstructed by usin
two photons identified in step one. For the remaining
photons we analyzed all 15 possible combinations in tes
the h→3p0→6g hypothesis. All combinations satisfyin
the hypothesisK2p→hL followed by L→p0n→ggn and
h→3p0→6g with a probability greater than 1% were s
lected. For further analysis we chose the combination w
the highest probability. In the third step, the kinematical fit
the hypothesisK2p→hL followed by L→p0n→ggn and
h→3p0→6g was made. The event was accepted if t
combination satisfied the hypothesis with a 5% C.L. We h
selected 450 such events for the high-momentum beam.
ure 13 shows the invariant mass distribution of the six p
tons from theh→3p0→6g decay ofK2p→hL, compared
to the results of a Monte Carlo simulation. The empty tar
contribution was less than 1%.

We have also reconstructed the events in which only
combination survived after the second step of the analy
The invariant mass and the angular distributions of theh ’s
from the unique combination are in agreement within
statistical accuracy with the results obtained from the b
combination. We have used the results from the best com
nation because they have approximately three times hig
statistics.

The event yield is subject to the following corrections:
~1! Dead time of the DAQ system ('33%).
~2! A correction due to the energy pileup in the CB. Th

correction was calculated by using the four-cluster and
eight-cluster events. The correction is 9.6% for theK2p
→h(2g)L sample and 13.4% forK2p→h(3p0)L.

~3! A correction for the cluster pileup in the CB. Th
correction was calculated for five-, six-, and seven-clus
events. The correction for the five-cluster events was
tained from all possible combinations of the five-clusters
ted to theK2p→h(2g)LX hypothesis for the cases whe

FIG. 13. The invariant mass of the six photons inh→3p0 from
K2p→hL for the high-momentum beam. The experimentally me
sured distribution with its statistical uncertainty is shown
crosses, the result of the Monte Carlo simulation by the solid li
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the central crystal of clusterX is out of time. The correction
for the five-cluster events is'7%. The correction for the
six- and seven-cluster events was estimated based on
correction factor obtained for the five-clusters and the to
number of six- and seven-cluster events. The correctio
4% for six-cluster events, and 1% for the seven-clus
sample. The total correction to the number of good eve
due to the cluster pileup is calculated to be about 12%.

B. Number of kaons in the beam

The total number of kaons passing through the LH2 target
was calculated from the number of BEAM coincidence
This number was reduced for the following:

~1! The fraction of pions in the BEAM coincidence. Th
number of pions was determined from the BEAM even
from theS1 TOF spectra. The cuts applied to one of theS1
TDC spectra are shown in Fig. 6. The events between
two solid lines are the kaons.

~2! Kaon decays betweenST and the center of the LH2
target ('21%). This number includes the kaons that dec
beforeSTwhen a decay muon hits theSTcounter. This cor-
rection was calculated by using a Monte Carlo simulation
the beam.

~3! The beam particles that missed the LH2 target
('20%). This number was determined by using thex andy
projections of the beam particle on the target from BEA
events.

~4! The number of kaons that scattered in theSTcounter
and material between theST counter and the LH2
('3.5%). This number was calculated by using a Mon
Carlo simulation of the beam.

~5! The number of pions under the kaon peak within t
limits of the TOF cut ('5%). This number was obtained
from an extrapolation of the pion background under the ka
peak~see Fig. 6!.

~6! Inefficiency of the beam wire chambers ('49%).
The beam momentum distributions for both the low- a

high-momentum beam were split into smaller momentum
tervals. A beam momentum interval of 4 MeV/c was used
for theK2p→hL total cross and differential cross section
For theL polarization data, larger momentum interval w
used to reduce the statistical uncertainties. The numbe
kaons in each momentum interval is proportional to the nu
ber of the BEAM events in that interval.

C. The Monte Carlo simulation

We have used theGEANT 3.21detector simulation packag
to make an extensive Monte Carlo simulation of our expe
ment. The simulated setup consists of the 672 crystals of
CB itself, grouped into minor and major triangles. Also i
cluded were the major parts of the CB enclosure such as
inner steel sphere and outer aluminum sphere, the cylindr
part of the beam entrance and exit tunnels, and the hexag
‘‘skirts’’ at the outer ends of the beam tunnels. The seco
part of the setup was the target assembly, consisting of
flask, the target material~e.g., LH2), the beam pipe, the veto
barrel counters, the halo veto counters and the wavelen
shift counters.

-

.
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A. STAROSTINet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 64 055205
The details of the event simulation are as follows. W
stored the trajectory of the incidentK2 ~its four momentum
and the projectedx andy coordinates in the LH2 target! for
each event in this experiment. These stored trajectories w
used in our event simulation to generate the incidentK2.
The kinematics of the reaction chain@K2p→h(2g)L, or
K2p→h(3p0)L] were generated based on the total and
differential cross-section distributions measured by us in
experiment. The simulation included the tracking of the n
tron from theL→p0n decay by using the standardGEANT

hadronic package. The random-energy background in
crystals was simulated by using the experimental data.
ure 14 shows the background energy in the CB, as de
mined from random PULSER events. It represents the dif
ence in the sum of the energies over all crystals betwee
in-beam and the preceding out-of-beam PULSER eve
The comparison of the spectra for the runs with the full a
the empty target indicates that most of the background co
from the beam, i.e., it was produced by muons from
K2→m2n̄m decay of beam kaons. The average total ba
ground energy in the Ball was approximately 200 MeV,
'300 keV per crystal. The background energy in eve
crystal was stored event by event for each PULSER ev
The energy was mixed with the Monte Carlo data when
data were analyzed.

The proper simulation of the veto barrel response is
portant for the interpretation of the results of this experime
The simulation requires the energy calibration of t
counters including the determination of the light attenuat
function in the plastic material of the veto barrel. The exp
nential light attenuation function was determined in a se
rate measurement ofp1p→p1p elastic scattering@15#. The
veto barrel counters were calibrated by usingK2p→K2p

FIG. 14. The background energy in the CB measured for
kaon runs taken with the high-momentum beam. The energy is m
sured as the difference between the energy in all crystalsin andout
of the beam spill using the random PULSER event. The res
obtained for the runs with full target are shown by the solid line;
empty target data by the dashed line. The empty target data
been multiplied by the ratio of the kaons fluxes of the full a
empty target runs. The energy difference between the full and
empty target runs is due to the extra background energy com
from particle interactions in the LH2.
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elastic scattering. The reaction was identified from tw
cluster CB_CHARGED events that were consistent w
two–body reaction kinematics. A signal from two veto bar
counters on opposite sides was required. The distribution
the c.m. kinetic energy of the proton produced in theK2p
→K2p reaction for the high-momentum beam is shown
Fig. 15 and compared to the results of theK2p→K2p
Monte Carlo simulation. The comparison shows that
K2p→K2p reaction is clearly identified and has less th
10% background. The slight difference in the peak positio
in Fig. 15 could be explained by improper energy calibrati
of the CB for protons. Figure 16 shows the amplitude dis
bution for one of the veto barrel photomultipliers in units
ADC channels, obtained from the selectedK2p→K2p
events. The proton and kaon peaks are clearly visible in
spectrum. The positions of the peaks were used for the c
bration of the veto barrel. In Fig. 16 the measured distrib

e
a-

ts
e
ve

e
g

FIG. 15. The distribution of the proton kinetic energy in the c.
frame for theK2p→K2p events for the high-momentum beam
The experimental data with their statistical uncertainties~crosses!
are compared to the results of theK2p→K2p Monte Carlo simu-
lation ~solid line!.

FIG. 16. Spectrum of the veto barrel ADC from one of th
photomultipliers forK2p→K2p events. The data with the statist
cal uncertainties are shown by crosses. They are compared to
results of the Monte Carlo simulation shown by the solid line.
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MEASUREMENT OFK2p→hL NEAR THRESHOLD PHYSICAL REVIEW C 64 055205
tion is shown and compared to the Monte Carlo spectr
calibrated in ADC channels.

The results of the Monte Carlo simulation are shown
Figs. 11, 12, and 13, and compared to the experimenta
sults. They agree within the experimental uncertainties.
Crystal Ball acceptance for theK2p→hL reaction was cal-
culated for bothh decay modes~see Fig. 17!. For both decay
modes, the acceptance is a smooth function of cosQ, where
the angleQ refers to the direction of theh with respect to
the incidentK2 in the the c.m. system. These functions we
calculated separately for all our momentum intervals.
used nine bins for the cosQ axis. The number of bins reflect
our angular resolution and limited statistics.

A separate beam simulation was performed to calcu
the probability of the kaons rescattering in the ST count
and the probability ofK2/m2 misidentification in the ST
counter. The Monte Carlo simulation included all eleme
of the beam line after the last quadrupoleQ7. The simulation
was made from the parameters of the incidentK2 beam re-
corded during the experiment.

VI. RESULTS

A. The total and differential cross sections

The number of protons in the LH2 target was obtained
from the known density of liquid hydrogen in the target a
the averageK2 path length through the hydrogen. The av
age K2 path length in the target was calculated from t
measured trajectories of the beam particles and the geom
of the target. In this experiment the path length in the tar
was about 9.6 cm, or 91% of the maximum length of t
target.

The total number ofhL events was calculated by takin
into account the branching ratio of 35.8% forL→p0n, and
98.8% forp0→gg @6#. We used BR(h→gg)539.33% and
BR(h→3p0)532.24% @6#.

The total cross section for theK2p→hL reaction is
shown in Fig. 18 and listed in Table I. The cross section w
extracted using theh→gg decay mode for the two averag
beam momenta divided into 4 MeV/c wide momentum bins.
The solid squares are the data obtained for the h
momentum beam, and the open squares show the data fo
low-momentum beam. The data obtained with the low- a

FIG. 17. CB acceptance forK2p→hL calculated for the two
major neutralh decay modes using the high-momentum bea
Circles representh→gg and squaresh→3p0 decays.
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high-momentum beam show good agreement. The total c
sections forK2p→hL obtained for the high-momentum
beam forh→3p0 are shown in Fig. 19. They are compare
with the same distribution for theh→gg decay mode. The
data obtained for the twoh decay modes agree within the
experimental uncertainties.

The differential cross sectionds/dV was calculated for 4
MeV/c wide incidentK2 momentum bins. The differentia
cross sections obtained for both low- and high-moment
beam for theh→gg decay mode are shown in Fig. 20 an
listed in Table II. The differential cross sections extract

.

FIG. 18. TheK2p→hL total cross section measured as a fun
tion of the K2 momentum for theh→gg decay mode. The open
squares (h) are for the low-momentum beam and the the so
squares (j) the high-momentum beam. The arrow indicates t
threshold forK2p→hL at 722 MeV/c.

TABLE I. K2p→hL total cross section. The momentum inte
vals are 4 MeV/c wide. Uncertainties are statistical only.

pK2 (MeV/c) s total ~mb!

720 0.0760.02
722 0.0460.04
724 0.2160.04
726 0.4760.10
728 0.6060.07
730 0.8360.10
732 0.9060.11
734 1.1560.10
738 1.3060.10
742 1.4460.10
746 1.4160.09
750 1.2460.08
754 1.2360.07
758 1.2360.08
762 0.9660.08
766 1.0260.13
770 0.7360.19
5-11
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A. STAROSTINet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 64 055205
using the h→3p0 decay mode for the high-momentu
beam are also shown in Fig. 20 for comparison.

B. Calculation of the L polarization

The polarization of theL was determined from the asym
metry of theL→p0n decay

PL~cosQ!53S (
i

cosj i D Y @aLN~Q!#, ~8!

where the anglej is defined as

cosj5~K̂3ĥ !•p̂/uK̂3ĥu[n̂•p̂, ~9!

where K̂, ĥ, and p̂ are unit vectors in the direction of th
incidentK2, the outgoing meson and the decay pion, resp
tively ~in theL rest frame!; n̂ is the normal to the production
plane.N(Q) is the total number ofL ’s produced at the angle
Q, andaL510.65 is theL asymmetry parameter@16#.

The L polarization inK2p→hL obtained from theh
→gg decay mode for the high-momentum beam is shown
Fig. 21 and listed in Table III. The polarization is calculat
in two momentum bins of 722–750 MeV/c and 750–770
MeV/c.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL UNCERTAINTIES

The uncertainty in the number of incident kaons is e
mated to be 3%. The largest contributions to this uncerta
come from the uncertainty in the number of kaons resc
tered betweenSTand the LH2, and the uncertainty associate
with extrapolation of thep2 background under the kao
peak in theS1 –STTOF spectra~see Fig. 6!.

The uncertainty in the experimental acceptance ma

FIG. 19. TheK2p→hL total cross section measured as a fun
tion of the K2 momentum. The data are for theh→gg and h
→3p0 decay modes using the high-momentum beam. Cross
tions obtained usingh→3p0 are shown by the open squares (h),
and the results usingh→gg are given by the solid squares (j).
The arrow indicates the threshold forK2p→hL .
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originates in the imperfect simulation of the veto barrel
sponse function~see Sec. V C!. The effect of this uncertainty
on the differential and total cross sections was estimated
using the Monte Carlo simulation to study of the sensitiv
of the cross sections to changes in the VB parameters.
VB thresholds are known to an accuracy of about610 ADC
channels. That uncertainty leads to about a 4% variation
the differential and total cross sections. A 15% change in
light attenuation function results in about a 4% change in
values of the total and differential cross sections. T
changes in the parameters of the VB do not affect the ang
distributions within the statistical uncertainties.

The contribution of all possible sources of background
our event sample was estimated by using the data sam
below the eta threshold for bothh decay modes. The contri
bution of background events to the total cross section
K2p→h(2g)L is less than 25mb. This corresponds to a
relative uncertainty in the total cross section forK2p
→h(2g)L from 5% at 726 MeV/c to about 1% at 742
MeV/c ~see Table I!. Another 3% uncertainty in the numbe
of good events comes from the loss of good events du
cluster overlap in the CB. This uncertainty is associated w
the correction obtained for the cluster pileup in the CB~see
Sec. V A!.

The overall systematic uncertainty that affects the norm
ization of the total and differential cross sections above 7
MeV/c is estimated to be 7%. This value is obtained
combining the systematic uncertainties listed above
quadrature. An additional uncertainty in the differential cro
section arises from the finite beam–momentum resolut
Consider the experimental beam momentum distribut
shown in Fig. 3. SomeK2’s from the centroid show up in
the ‘‘wings’’ of the momentum distribution because of mu
tiple scattering of the kaons in the beam chambers and s
tillators. This effect mainly contributes to the first four and
the last two momentum intervals. We estimated this con
bution to be 10mb for the each angular bin of the differentia
cross section. It gives an additional 30mb uncertainty in the
total cross section.

The absolute beam momentum was obtained by assum
a linear dependence ofs total(K

2p→hL) on theh momen-
tum in the c.m. frame@see Eq.~10! below#. The uncertainty
in the beam momentum is estimated to be62.5 MeV/c.

VIII. DISCUSSION

An inspection of Fig. 18 ofs total(K
2p→hL) shows that

h threshold production has a very steep onset. Pseudos
meson production at threshold is expected to bes wave. As-
suming that~i! h production in the first 10 MeV/c K2 mo-
mentum above threshold iss-wave dominated,~ii ! the matrix
element is constant, and~iii ! the K2p initial-state Coulomb
interactions are ignorably small, we can fit the total cro
section just above threshold by a simples-wave production
equation

s total'Cph* , ~10!

-

c-
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FIG. 20. ds/dV(K2p→hL!. The solid
squares (j) are the differential cross sections ob
tained using theh→gg decay mode, the open
squares (h) usingh→3p0.
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whereC is a constant andph* is theh momentum in the c.m
The constantC is unique for each reaction and reflects t
magnitude of the matrix element of the process. A o
parameter linear fit to our data fromph* 537 MeV/c to ph*
583 MeV/c yields

s total~K2p→hL!5~1763! mb/~MeV/c!ph* , ~11!

where ph* is the h momentum in the c.m. in MeV/c. The
uncertainty is mainly due to the uncertainty in the incide
K2 momentum. The data points belowpK25726 MeV/c
were excluded from the fit because of their large uncerta
ties, both in the value of the total cross section and in thh
momentum in c.m.
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To understand the near-thresholdh production, we as-
sume that it is dominated by the excitation of the interme

ate L(1670)1
2

2 resonance with very minor contribution

from the L(1600)1
2

1 and L(1690)3
2

2 states. We param
etrized the total cross section at c.m. energyE by the Breit-
Wigner form,

sBW~E!5
2p

k2

G i~E!G f~E!

~E2ER!21~G tot/2!2 , ~12!

whereG i andG f are the energy-dependent partial widths f
the initial and final channels, respectively, andk is the c.m.
5-13
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TABLE II. K2p→hL differential cross sectionsds/dV in mb/sr for beam momentum intervals of 4 MeV/c. Uncertainties are statistica
only.

pK2 D cosQ

(MeV/c) 20.9560.05 20.8060.10 20.6060.10 20.3560.15 0.0060.20 0.3560.15 0.6060.10 0.8060.10 0.9560.05

724 0.0160.01 0.0360.01 0.0160.01 0.0160.01 0.0160.01 0.0260.01 0.0260.01 0.0260.01 0.0360.02
726 0.0760.05 0.0260.02 0.0460.03 0.0560.02 0.0260.01 0.0260.01 0.0660.03 0.0560.03 0.0360.03
728 0.0760.03 0.0560.02 0.0460.02 0.0560.01 0.0460.01 0.0260.01 0.0860.02 0.0860.02 0.0260.02
730 0.1360.05 0.0860.03 0.0460.02 0.0460.02 0.0560.02 0.0660.02 0.0760.03 0.1060.03 0.1460.05
732 0.1260.04 0.0860.03 0.1160.04 0.0460.02 0.0660.02 0.0660.02 0.0660.03 0.0960.03 0.0860.04
734 0.1760.05 0.1160.03 0.1060.03 0.0460.01 0.0660.02 0.0760.02 0.0960.03 0.1660.03 0.2360.06
738 0.1360.04 0.1460.03 0.0860.02 0.0760.02 0.0760.02 0.1260.02 0.1360.03 0.1260.03 0.1760.04
742 0.1660.04 0.1660.03 0.1160.02 0.1160.02 0.0860.01 0.1060.02 0.1560.03 0.1160.02 0.1560.04
746 0.1760.04 0.1360.02 0.1460.02 0.0960.02 0.1160.02 0.0960.02 0.1160.02 0.1360.02 0.0960.03
750 0.1460.03 0.0960.02 0.1260.02 0.0960.02 0.0760.01 0.0860.01 0.1060.02 0.1160.02 0.1460.03
754 0.1560.03 0.1260.02 0.0960.02 0.1060.02 0.1060.01 0.0960.01 0.0860.02 0.1160.02 0.1060.02
758 0.1360.03 0.1360.02 0.1060.02 0.1160.02 0.0660.01 0.0960.02 0.1160.02 0.1060.02 0.1160.03
762 0.1160.03 0.1160.02 0.1060.02 0.0960.02 0.0760.02 0.0560.01 0.0860.02 0.0660.02 0.0260.01
766 0.1160.05 0.1260.04 0.1460.04 0.0960.03 0.0860.03 0.0560.02 0.0460.02 0.0860.03 0.0460.03
770 0.0660.06 0.0660.04 0.1160.06 0.0360.03 0.0860.04 0.0360.04 0.0760.05 0.1160.06 0.0660.06
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momentum in the incident channel. Thes-wave energy de-
pendence of these partial widths was parametrized
G i(E)5(p* /pR* )BiG tot andG f(E)5(k/kR)BfG tot , whereBi

andBf are the branching ratios for the initial and final cha
nels, respectively, and herep* is the c.m. momentum of the
h. The pole position is given by the complex constantER
2 iG tot/2.

The data for the reactionK2p→hL from Table I have
been analyzed for the geometrical mean branching r
ABiBf and the reaction cross sectionsR at resonance~actu-
ally the pole!. Rough fits are obtained by varying the res
nance energyER and the total widthG tot to minimize thex2.
The best fit, shown in Fig. 22, was obtained for the m

FIG. 21. TheL polarization inK2p→hL obtained using the
h→gg decay mode.
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parameterER5167065 MeV, the total width G tot524
64 MeV, and the reaction cross section at the resona
energysR51.360.1 mb. The errors shown are mainly du
to the uncertainty in the incident beam momentum. See R
@17# for further details of the analysis. A full-fledged mult
channel analysis ofh production and others waveK2 inter-
actions is underway by one of us~D.M.M.!.

The maximum value ofs total(K
2p→hL) is 1.44

60.10 mb atpK25742 MeV/c ~see Table I!. This is a
large cross section, given thatph* 582 MeV/c, which implies

a small phase space compared toL(1670)1
2

2→pS

with pp* 5393 MeV/c, or L(1670)1
2

2→K̄N with pK*
5414 MeV/c.

The angular dependence ofds/dV(K2p→hL) near
threshold is consistent withs-wave production dominance. A
simple bowl-shaped structure in the angular depende
emerges when theK2 momentum is well above threshold.
is an indication of a smalld-wave component, presumabl

TABLE III. L polarization inK2p→hL.

pK2 (MeV/c)

D cosQ 722–750 750–770

20.9560.05 0.1660.29 0.0660.32
20.8060.10 0.2760.23 20.1660.23
20.6060.10 20.2660.27 0.1460.26
20.3560.15 20.1760.22 20.0260.23

0.0060.20 0.0560.22 20.0460.24
0.3560.15 0.0560.24 0.5960.26
0.6060.10 0.2160.23 0.0760.27
0.8060.10 0.1660.23 20.4860.26
0.9560.05 20.0260.27 20.1360.38
5-14
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from the excitation of theL(1690)3
2

2. The shape of the
angular dependence fords/dV(K2p→hL) is similar to
that forh production byp2 @4#, in contrast toh production
by photons@18# or protons@19#. The difference is an indica
tion of a different reaction mechanism, e.g., photoproduct
is more likely to occur via vector–meson coupling. A d
tailed partial-wave analysis of ourK2p→hL data is under-
way @20#. Finally, theL polarization at all our energies an
angles is consistent with zero, as expected froms-wave pro-

duction andL(1670)1
2

2 dominance.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

Near-thresholdh production inK2p→hL resembles in
several respectsh production inp2p→hn, namely:

~1! The steep rise ins total immediately upon the openin
of the channel.

~2! s-wave production with similar coefficients

s total~K2p→hL!5~1763! mb/~MeV/c!ph* , ~13!

and

s total~p2p→hn!5~21.261.8! mb/~MeV/c!ph* ,
~14!

whereph* is theh momentum in the c.m. in MeV/c.

FIG. 22. TheK2p→hL total cross section measured for th
h→gg decay mode with the high-momentum beam. The solid l
is the best fit ofs total(K

2p→hL! to the Breit-Wigner form of the

L(1670)12
2 @see Eq.~12!#.
05520
n

~3! Large total cross section near threshold

maxs total~K2p→hL!51.4460.10 mb

for ph* 582 MeV/c,

maxs total~p2p→hn!52.6060.32 mb

for ph* 5182 MeV/c.

The SU~3! relation between these two result
s total(p

2p→hn)54/33@s total(K
2p→hL)#, is satisfied

at the expected level before a quark mass correction is
plied.

~4! The angular distribution at threshold is consistent w
s-wave dominance. Above threshold, bothds/dV(K2p
→hL) and ds/dV(p2p→hn) have the same bowl-like
shape in contrast toh production by photons and protons.

We conclude thath threshold production byK2 andp2

provides a striking case of the important role that flavor sy
metry plays in the dynamics of strong interaction, furth
more, that breaking of flavor symmetry by the mass term
LQCD is not serious@see Eq.~1!#. The simplest interpretation
of our h threshold production data is dominance of t

L(1670)1
2

2 intermediate state, but a mixture of more th
one state is not excluded. The successful application

SU(3)f symmetry to theN(1535)1
2

2 andL(1670)1
2

2 states
implies that both resonances are three-quark states and

theN(1535)1
2

2 is not aKS –KL bound state as proposed
the literature@7#.
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